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Researcher Notes 
 

Report details:  

 

• Published 28 March 2006 

• pdf is 305 pages 

• according to NVivo’s text search, the word history (using stems) is referenced 113 times, 

representing 0.28% coverage   

• after deleting references from the bibliography, notes or headers, there are 43 broad 

references to history in the content of the report 

• has a section summarizing the historical period under review 

 

History is referenced in the following ways: 

 

• need to uncover the true history for reconciliation to take place 

• there is an unknown true history of the country 

• the idea that the past is something to be forgotten and that the people do not want to 

revisit the past  

• violence of the past 

• legacy of violence on the community 

• details about the revolution (e.g., people and parties involved, violence, etc.) 

• there is a need to update education curriculums to address the past 

• youth and those who were abroad during the revolution do not know and do not want to 

know the past 

• we need to close this chapter in the history of the country 

• Grenada records are not where they should be - i.e., in the UK and Europe  

• Need monuments and commemorations that better represent this past 

• Commission wants to document the past 

• references to the US civil rights movement 

• this is the first time that the country is trying to reclaim and address its past 

 

History and truth are discussed in the following ways: 

 

• commission argues that the people do not know the true history 

• there is a need to reveal the truth of events in order to reconcile and heal the nation 

o but not everyone wants to talk about the past 

 

*References of history and truth appear under the highlighted coding theme/section True and 

Accurate starting on page 31 
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Links to Data Visualization 
 

This section contains links to all data visualization for the Grenada report.  

 

Word Frequency Cloud 

 

• word frequency cloud  
• excel sheet of word frequency cloud findings 

 

Word Trees 

 

• history  
•  women  

•  children  
•  youth  
•  forgive  
•  victim  
•  truth  
•  reconciliation  
•  land   

 

 

*NVivo software can only edit word trees by changing the central search term and branch sizes. 

Word trees includes references from bibliography, headers, and notes that cannot be edited out 

using NVivo software. Researchers will need to manually remove unsightly branches using 

editing software (e.g., paint, photoshop, etc.) 

 

History Hierarchy Coding Chart 

 

• history hierarchy coding chart 

• excel sheet of history hierarchy coding chart results 
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History Coding for the Grenada Report 
 

The following chart breakdowns the child nodes used for coding history references based on 

themes and discussions surrounding history in the Grenada report. 

 

History All references or discussions of history in the Grenada report 

Colonialism References or discussions of colonialism 

Commemorate References or discussions of commemoration, remembering, or 

heritage 

Education References or discussions of education, curriculums, or the 

teaching of history 

Forget References or discussions of forgotten voices or histories, as well 

as the idea that the past should be forgotten 

Invoking Others References or discussions of other countries pasts 

Legacy References or discussions of the legacy, impact, or lingering 

effects of historical events 

Nation(al) References or discussions of the nation, or the nation's/national 

history 

Public References or discussions of the public and their understanding 

of history or how they educated about the past 

Reclaiming References or discussions of reclaiming history or incorporating 

lost or missing voices. 

Recommendations References or discussions of report recommendations that include 

history 

Reconciliation References or discussions of reconciliation or healing and history 

Revolution References or discussions of revolution 

True or Accurate References or discussions of true, genuine, accurate, or missing 

history 

Violence References or discussions of violence, violent acts, etc. connected 

to history or past events 
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History References 
 

This section contains all references to history from the Grenada report.  

 

<Files\\Truth Commission Reports\\The Americas\\Grenada-TRC-2001 Full Report> - § 39 

references coded [0.52% Coverage] 

 

Reference 1 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

Many persons have long purged those sordid portions of history from their minds and do not 

want'to revisit them  

 

Reference 2 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

Grenada has a history to remember, but also a history to forget. And, even though much of the 

truth of Grenada's recent history remains unknown, healing and reconciliation are still a 

possibility. Bridges can be built from wha:t is known. Every Grenadian therefore, should play 

his/her part in this endeavour. There ~hould not be any conscientious objectors, all should join in 

the process of trying to bring permanent healing and reconciliation to the nation. Grenadians 

deserve no less.  

 

Reference 3 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

Although there were several other similar incidents during the period of 1973 - 1974, and during 

the Revolutionary period 1979 - 1983, the aforementioned, as well as several atrocities 

committed during the Revolutionary period, tell of the j.nP.un1ane and brutal treatment inp.icted 

on some Grenadians by fellow Grenadians. Such brutality has evidently left indelible scars and 

wounds on many who are alive today, as well as on the psyche and history of Grenada and the 

Grenadian people.  

 

Reference 4 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

stabbing, or chopping wounds is present. These findings are compatible with the history of ~ing 

overrun by vehicles or falling from a height.  

 

Reference 5 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

stabbing, or chopping wounds is present. These findings are compatible with the history of being 

overrurt by vehicles or falling from a height.  

 

Reference 6 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

8. That the curriculum of schools include matters contained in the T.R.C's report that the relevant 

authority may consider necessary so that students of today and for generations to come may have 

knowledge of that aspect of their history.  
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Reference 7 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

The period 1976-1991 is a significant chapter"in the history of Grenada and truth is the basic 

ingredient that history is really made of. The political events of those years have created a sub-

culture of fear, distrust and disharmony among many Grenadians; and these divisive elements 

must be dispelled if healing and reconciliation are to be achieved, and a peaceful and democratic 

society built on the ruins of the past, a past which ·niust be purifiea in the hearts of the Grenadian 

people.  

 

Reference 8 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

pened in Grenada's history and since? Does this sound right?  

 

Reference 9 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

involve the disclosure of the truth about the involvement of persons in the history of Grenada.  

 

Reference 10 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

· of lhe-Pt:uples·Revululiunary Guvt:rnmenlled by 1-jfaurice Bish~p becaus~: il ":'~ ~e fiisl time 

in our history that lhad ever seen a Government so committed-to social JUStice and equality by 

striving to eliminate tlie prejudices arid inequalities of the past in such' a short · space of time.  

 

Reference 11 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

The evc::nts of Ot-iobc::r 1983 which culminated with the brutal assassination of Maurice 

Bishop.and several of his cabinet colleagues, still remain_one of.the'i~not-thc darkest days in our 

entire history and this .was followed by the cnminal mvaston of our country under the uuise of 

rescue mission, an·intervention and the restoration of democracy. The events leadlng up to the 

decision to place Prinie Minister Bishop under house arrest .. following his successful trip to 

Hungary i~ 1983 m~st be seen_ as one of t?e most ~ntJ.cal  decisions that eventually led to an 

escalation of the mternal cnsts and ultimately his untimely demise, Tt would be interesting to 

find out who gave the order ami who had the  

 

Reference 12 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

disappointment. The younger generation,n6t having lived through th~se  ditFicult time$,doesn't 

know and doesn't want to know. This also apJlies to those Grenadians who lived ~broad during 

the Revolution. They have no >feel'For our recen~  history. This point is exempl~Fied  by the 

handling of Thanksgiving Day 25th October. _or~gtna11Y  it.had a specific histori·cal· theme 

relate~  to ~he  R~scue  ~1ss~on.  In repent ears the thanksgiving has been sa general1zed that 1t 

could be ~pplled  to any place in the. C.f!ribbean. oF ·beyond. It would contribute to the heeling 

of the Nation if;could be discerned why there is this evasion of remembrance of the pas~.   

 

Reference 13 - 0.01% Coverage 
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beceme a 'Nightmare.' My purpose is ~at  to give a precjse account of histories~  events but a 

d~sgription of what it ·was like fbr ~e,an   

 

Reference 14 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

it achieved much and promised mbre. ~radually,as has been st~ted,this  dream, was tarnished. 

Eventual ry it was s;mashed to pieces. I believe th1e oJder generation·· iS experiencing the 

·pa1in of loss and massive disappointment. The younger generatian,not having l,iv~ed  through 

th,~se  ditficult times,.do~sn't 1kno~ and doesn't want to 'knoJ. This als6 ap~lies  to those 

Grenadi~ns  who lived abroad during the Revol~tion.  They have no 'Feel' For OUI" •recent 

history. This point is exemplified by the handling of Thanksgiving Dey 25th October. Originally 

it.had a specific historical ~heme  related to the Rescue Mission. In recent years the thanksgiving 

has been so generalized that it could be 'applled to any place in the, 9J>ribbean of beyo6d. It 

would contribute to  

 

Reference 15 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

The idea of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (J;'RC) to look into the events of October 

1983 inter alia was first raised by the~ ,government of Dr Keith Mitchelljn.March ·1997. That 

was in the immediate aftermath of the decision by the ~ercy·Committee to not accede to a 

request from the Conference of Churches to release two of the Grenada 17 political prisoners, 

namely Phyllis Coard and Kamau McBarrtette, on medical grounds. Speaking from Trinidad, 

Prime Minister Keith Mitchell announced that the setting up of a TRC l'lanned by prominent 

p<!rsons to look into the tragic events an~ to make the necessary recommendations was the way 

forward to the goal ·of bringing about heali'ng and closure to that tragic period of Grenada's 

history.  

 

Reference 16 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

event. Indeed it was the most high profile trial in the history of the English speaking Caribbean. 

On trial were former leaders of a govenunent, including a deputy Prime Minister; they stood in 

the dock charged with killing other members of the former govenunent, including the Prinle 

Minister. The background against which the al~eged murders took place elevated the profile of 

the trial.  

 

Reference 17 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

I History. I . . Then only•recently I have become aware of a "mind-  

 

Reference 18 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

understand how one or two differences among comrades who were always so united, who 

experienced so much adversities together, could rapidly lead to such ·an enormous Tragedy in 

one week! Why-· ·· and how could Maurice lead a mob of people to overrun and seize the 

Army's RQ.? This isn't done anywhere in the World. [In the entire history of our· Party's struggle 

agajnst the Gairy Dictatorship, never oqct; di4 we ever encourage the people to march on even a 
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small police station,in an outlying rural area, much less. the Army H.Q. Many persons left 

the.demonstration on October 19, when they realised that it had been diverted from the route to 

the Market Square and was heading to Fort Rupert.]  

 

Reference 19 - 0.04% Coverage 

 

(iv) In Cuba, however, the form. leadership takes in their P .is obviously different:. Their. 

circumstances are different; their. history is different; and FC is FC ... In Cuba, FC is the Maxi, 

mum Leader in all areas. And this seems. to have. always been the case in their. struggle. It is 

their hi~tory.   

(v) In short, Wendy, Leadership in Cuba was always more personalised, more individuaJistic, it 

appears, and to a great extent this is due to the incredible ability of FC. But in Gre-. nada, 

Leadership had always been more collective. This was due to the tremendous qualities of 

Maurice and Bernard in different areas; and also due to their specific weaknesses. So the 

emphasis on collective leadership was based on our history, and rooted in our history. It 

developed and took root on the anti-Gairy battlefields, and in the unforgettable days in laying the 

basis for the Revolution, planning the Revolution, and then its glorious execution.  

(vi) But that history, Wendy, (our history) Cuba did not· know of because they did not know our 

P in any real way until after March 13, I 979.  

 

Reference 20 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

October 1983: The Missing Link 'So with this history, on the night of October 14,  

 

Reference 21 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

while this may not have made a diffen:nce to the final outcome, given the American's 

overwhelming ~uperiority  in men and equipment, the price paid by Reagan for his outrage 

would have been much higher; ll!ld this may have had consequences for history.  

 

Reference 22 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

crisis which provoked the greatest tragedy in the history of the Caribbean, and paved the way for 

the· defeat of the Grenada Revolution.  

 

Reference 23 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

The Commtsswn, m addressmg. this 15-year period in our Nation's political history · mandated 

to deal with the following:  

 

Reference 24 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

The key word here, ladies and gentlemen, is "healed". With healing comes peace Our history, as 

you know, is our own. We cannot change it, nor can we continue  

 

Reference 25 - 0.01% Coverage 
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·to ignore it or distort it. What we can do, is understand our history and learn from it .. Yes, Jearn 

from it and look ahead to the future a futyre with much hope.  

 

Reference 26 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

Commission, as we enter the twenty-first century, is very timely indeed. We cannot leave the 

unanswered questions of the last century in limbo. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

has the potential to close this chapter in the Grenadian history book with an acceptable degree of 

certainty, provided you -the people of Grenada, Carriacou and Petit Martinique -come forward 

and speak the truth without fear or favour. In other words, the success of the exercise depends 

solely on you. Government is  

 

Reference 27 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

in Grenada during the period I" January 1976 to 31" December 1991 and make 

recommendations. Since the discovery (or should I say sqcalled discovery) of Grenada by the 

European, Grenada has had its checkered history of confliCts .  

 

Reference 28 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

leadership of Prime Minister Miwrice Bishop until 1983. On 191h October 1983, a sad day was 

created in Grenada's history when the Prime Minister Miwrice Bishop, other Cabinet colleagues 

and many civilian lost their lives on what was then Teferred to as Foit Rtipert, (now Fort 

George). No one seems to know exactly how many people altogether who died on that fateful 

day.  

 

Reference 29 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

economic and social progress could have been made in all of those countries, had it not been for 

these unnecessary distractions.. We now have an opportunity today to make an assessment of our 

"recent history, comprehend the events of that period, so that any mistakes which had been made 

in the past may not be repeated; . I now take the opportunity, on behalf of the Government and 

people of Grenada to  

 

Reference 30 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

'You know, Bemard only thinks of one thing, and that is the revolution. His mind is so much on 

the problems of the economy that he dqesn't keep or tile anything. I'm trying t6 get the comrades 

to hold on to important things so we can keep them, otheJWise In a few years time we71 have 

nothing to build our history with. You know Bernard ent even have one single copy of his own 

book from the days in London ?I keep itfor us; like I try to keep safe all our things.'  

 

Reference 31 - 0.02% Coverage 
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T~ere are others in the US. who have ?een following on Grenada- they are fed up with Talkshop 

and busy with other things - ancl they, I am sure, would like to know what their heirs can do with 

their paperwork Some. of us have discussed this matter. Sur~, w~ can send it to the ~eat 

Schomburg Collection or Moreland-Spingarn or Uruvemty of Texas at Austm or wherever, but 

once again, like Grenada Colonial material being in UK and French archives, Grenada's history 

is dispersed all over the world Maybe that is OK what with the Internet and travel, but I do think 

it is a. sad commentary. Another issue to be worked on.  

 

Reference 32 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

I remain obsessed with archiving and collecting information on the Grenada Revolution, but now 

I am processing information from all over into one place; hopefully a book I see myself, in my 

arrogant moments, with a goal to have a volume, or several volumes, on the Grenada Revolution 

similar to the ones written about the Civil Rights Movement with so many details as to make a 

grand summary. I think of it more as 'administrative history;' i.e. gathering together all these 

attributed sources into a kind of order in one place. I fully realize my shortcoming of not being 

Grenadian.  

 

Reference 33 - 0.04% Coverage 

 

Claudette Joseph: Ok, I would like to thank you very much for having us on this programme and 

we hope that we have, some what dispelled some of the misconceptions that persons may have 

about the Commission, we hope that persons would come before the Commission with the 

information that they have relevant information, we have to keep in mind our young people as 

well. We have a group of young people, a generation, who know almost nothing abo'ut that 

period in our history. The 17 is·right up, and this is our history. Grenada, I-always say has the 

most colourful history in the Cl!ribbean perhaps apart from Haiti and what we see as young 

people we don't even-get the Grenada Revolution on the CXC syllabus and the Commission 

would also play a role in writing the history truthfully about Grenada so we would really like 

Grenadians to cooperate with this Commission. We are not concerned with whatever political 

motivation there is, what ever the Commission is not interested in that and not concerned. I am 

convinced that the Commissioners are men of integrity arid they should be seen as such by the 

public, so thank you very much.  

 

Reference 34 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

Our history of. the last few h~ve  shown that, as a we have not husbanded  

 

Reference 35 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

acenes using black-faced guardS. For ~there, this trial has eome to an end, but for us and for 

history f.he trial bas just begun." Leon Cornwall - "I  

 

Reference 36 - 0.01% Coverage 
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United States g_overn ment and used as 1 ·scapegoat. When Grena diana leave here, thi \'erditt- 

will haunt them Titne and history will b· the judge." Dave Bartholomew -  

 

Reference 37 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

ftobebl:t for the first time in lhoj history of the  

 

Reference 38 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

He pointed out th11t the coneept of joint l"ladership does not bother him bectlnse of the history 

of the struggle, esPecially from the 1973 merger which gave rise to NJM He said th'at fflany 

com-  

 

Reference 39 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

have U1eir own concePt.ion aod perception that may not necessarily be like ours, who- study the 

science. Our history shows that  
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History Child Node References 
 
The following section contains history references from the Grenada report organized by the child 

nodes outlined in History Coding for the Grenada Report. Some references appear under several 

subheadings since they contained discussions of multiple themes. 

 
Colonialism  
References or discussions of colonialism 

 

<Files\\Truth Commission Reports\\The Americas\\Grenada-TRC-2001 Full Report> - § 2 

references coded  [0.03% Coverage] 

 

Reference 1 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

in Grenada during the period I" January 1976 to 31" December 1991 and make 

recommendations. Since the discovery (or should I say sqcalled discovery) of Grenada by the 

European, Grenada has had its checkered history of confliCts .  

 

Reference 2 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

T~ere are others in the US. who have ?een following on Grenada- they are fed up with Talkshop 

and busy with other things - ancl they, I am sure, would like to know what their heirs can do with 

their paperwork Some. of us have discussed this matter. Sur~, w~ can send it to the ~eat 

Schomburg Collection or Moreland-Spingarn or Uruvemty of Texas at Austm or wherever, but 

once again, like Grenada Colonial material being in UK and French archives, Grenada's history 

is dispersed all over the world Maybe that is OK what with the Internet and travel, but I do think 

it is a. sad commentary. Another issue to be worked on.  
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Commemorate 
References or discussions of commemoration, remembering, or heritage 

 

<Files\\Truth Commission Reports\\The Americas\\Grenada-TRC-2001 Full Report> - § 4 

references coded  [0.09% Coverage] 

 

Reference 1 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

Grenada has a history to remember, but also a history to forget. And, even though much of the 

truth of Grenada's recent history remains unknown, healing and reconciliation are still a 

possibility. Bridges can be built from wha:t is known. Every Grenadian therefore, should play 

his/her part in this endeavour. There ~hould not be any conscientious objectors, all should join in 

the process of trying to bring permanent healing and reconciliation to the nation. Grenadians 

deserve no less.  

 

Reference 2 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

disappointment. The younger generation,n6t having lived through th~se  ditFicult time$,doesn't 

know and doesn't want to know. This also apJlies to those Grenadians who lived ~broad during 

the Revolution. They have no >feel'For our recen~  history. This point is exempl~Fied  by the 

handling of Thanksgiving Day 25th October. _or~gtna11Y  it.had a specific histori·cal· theme 

relate~  to ~he  R~scue  ~1ss~on.  In repent ears the thanksgiving has been sa general1zed that 1t 

could be ~pplled  to any place in the. C.f!ribbean. oF ·beyond. It would contribute to the heeling 

of the Nation if;could be discerned why there is this evasion of remembrance of the pas~.   

 

Reference 3 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

it achieved much and promised mbre. ~radually,as has been st~ted,this  dream, was tarnished. 

Eventual ry it was s;mashed to pieces. I believe th1e oJder generation·· iS experiencing the 

·pa1in of loss and massive disappointment. The younger generatian,not having l,iv~ed  through 

th,~se  ditficult times,.do~sn't 1kno~ and doesn't want to 'knoJ. This als6 ap~lies  to those 

Grenadi~ns  who lived abroad during the Revol~tion.  They have no 'Feel' For OUI" •recent 

history. This point is exemplified by the handling of Thanksgiving Dey 25th October. Originally 

it.had a specific historical ~heme  related to the Rescue Mission. In recent years the thanksgiving 

has been so generalized that it could be 'applled to any place in the, 9J>ribbean of beyo6d. It 

would contribute to  

 

Reference 4 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

economic and social progress could have been made in all of those countries, had it not been for 

these unnecessary distractions.. We now have an opportunity today to make an assessment of our 

"recent history, comprehend the events of that period, so that any mistakes which had been made 

in the past may not be repeated; . I now take the opportunity, on behalf of the Government and 

people of Grenada to  
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Education 
References or discussions of education, curriculums, or the teaching of history 

 

<Files\\Truth Commission Reports\\The Americas\\Grenada-TRC-2001 Full Report> - § 2 

references coded  [0.02% Coverage] 

 

Reference 1 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

8. That the curriculum of schools include matters contained in the T.R.C's report that the relevant 

authority may consider necessary so that students of today and for generations to come may have 

knowledge of that aspect of their history.  

 

Reference 2 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

·to ignore it or distort it. What we can do, is understand our history and learn from it .. Yes, Jearn 

from it and look ahead to the future a futyre with much hope.  
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Forgotten 
References or discussions of forgotten voices or histories, as well as the idea that the past should 

be forgotten 

 

<Files\\Truth Commission Reports\\The Americas\\Grenada-TRC-2001 Full Report> - § 6 

references coded  [0.16% Coverage] 

 

Reference 1 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

Many persons have long purged those sordid portions of history from their minds and do not 

want'to revisit them  

 

Reference 2 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

Grenada has a history to remember, but also a history to forget. And, even though much of the 

truth of Grenada's recent history remains unknown, healing and reconciliation are still a 

possibility. Bridges can be built from wha:t is known. Every Grenadian therefore, should play 

his/her part in this endeavour. There ~hould not be any conscientious objectors, all should join in 

the process of trying to bring permanent healing and reconciliation to the nation. Grenadians 

deserve no less.  

 

Reference 3 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

disappointment. The younger generation,n6t having lived through th~se  ditFicult time$,doesn't 

know and doesn't want to know. This also apJlies to those Grenadians who lived ~broad during 

the Revolution. They have no >feel'For our recen~  history. This point is exempl~Fied  by the 

handling of Thanksgiving Day 25th October. _or~gtna11Y  it.had a specific histori·cal· theme 

relate~  to ~he  R~scue  ~1ss~on.  In repent ears the thanksgiving has been sa general1zed that 1t 

could be ~pplled  to any place in the. C.f!ribbean. oF ·beyond. It would contribute to the heeling 

of the Nation if;could be discerned why there is this evasion of remembrance of the pas~.   

 

Reference 4 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

it achieved much and promised mbre. ~radually,as has been st~ted,this  dream, was tarnished. 

Eventual ry it was s;mashed to pieces. I believe th1e oJder generation·· iS experiencing the 

·pa1in of loss and massive disappointment. The younger generatian,not having l,iv~ed  through 

th,~se  ditficult times,.do~sn't 1kno~ and doesn't want to 'knoJ. This als6 ap~lies  to those 

Grenadi~ns  who lived abroad during the Revol~tion.  They have no 'Feel' For OUI" •recent 

history. This point is exemplified by the handling of Thanksgiving Dey 25th October. Originally 

it.had a specific historical ~heme  related to the Rescue Mission. In recent years the thanksgiving 

has been so generalized that it could be 'applled to any place in the, 9J>ribbean of beyo6d. It 

would contribute to  

 

Reference 5 - 0.04% Coverage 
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(iv) In Cuba, however, the form. leadership takes in their P .is obviously different:. Their. 

circumstances are different; their. history is different; and FC is FC ... In Cuba, FC is the Maxi, 

mum Leader in all areas. And this seems. to have. always been the case in their. struggle. It is 

their hi~tory.   

(v) In short, Wendy, Leadership in Cuba was always more personalised, more individuaJistic, it 

appears, and to a great extent this is due to the incredible ability of FC. But in Gre-. nada, 

Leadership had always been more collective. This was due to the tremendous qualities of 

Maurice and Bernard in different areas; and also due to their specific weaknesses. So the 

emphasis on collective leadership was based on our history, and rooted in our history. It 

developed and took root on the anti-Gairy battlefields, and in the unforgettable days in laying the 

basis for the Revolution, planning the Revolution, and then its glorious execution.  

(vi) But that history, Wendy, (our history) Cuba did not· know of because they did not know our 

P in any real way until after March 13, I 979.  

 

Reference 6 - 0.04% Coverage 

 

Claudette Joseph: Ok, I would like to thank you very much for having us on this programme and 

we hope that we have, some what dispelled some of the misconceptions that persons may have 

about the Commission, we hope that persons would come before the Commission with the 

information that they have relevant information, we have to keep in mind our young people as 

well. We have a group of young people, a generation, who know almost nothing abo'ut that 

period in our history. The 17 is·right up, and this is our history. Grenada, I-always say has the 

most colourful history in the Cl!ribbean perhaps apart from Haiti and what we see as young 

people we don't even-get the Grenada Revolution on the CXC syllabus and the Commission 

would also play a role in writing the history truthfully about Grenada so we would really like 

Grenadians to cooperate with this Commission. We are not concerned with whatever political 

motivation there is, what ever the Commission is not interested in that and not concerned. I am 

convinced that the Commissioners are men of integrity arid they should be seen as such by the 

public, so thank you very much.  
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T~ere are others in the US. who have ?een following on Grenada- they are fed up with Talkshop 

and busy with other things - ancl they, I am sure, would like to know what their heirs can do with 

their paperwork Some. of us have discussed this matter. Sur~, w~ can send it to the ~eat 

Schomburg Collection or Moreland-Spingarn or Uruvemty of Texas at Austm or wherever, but 

once again, like Grenada Colonial material being in UK and French archives, Grenada's history 

is dispersed all over the world Maybe that is OK what with the Internet and travel, but I do think 

it is a. sad commentary. Another issue to be worked on.  
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I remain obsessed with archiving and collecting information on the Grenada Revolution, but now 

I am processing information from all over into one place; hopefully a book I see myself, in my 

arrogant moments, with a goal to have a volume, or several volumes, on the Grenada Revolution 

similar to the ones written about the Civil Rights Movement with so many details as to make a 

grand summary. I think of it more as 'administrative history;' i.e. gathering together all these 

attributed sources into a kind of order in one place. I fully realize my shortcoming of not being 

Grenadian.  
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United States g_overn ment and used as 1 ·scapegoat. When Grena diana leave here, thi \'erditt- 

will haunt them Titne and history will b· the judge." Dave Bartholomew -  
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Legacy 
References or discussions of the legacy, impact, or lingering effects of historical events 
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Although there were several other similar incidents during the period of 1973 - 1974, and during 

the Revolutionary period 1979 - 1983, the aforementioned, as well as several atrocities 

committed during the Revolutionary period, tell of the j.nP.un1ane and brutal treatment inp.icted 

on some Grenadians by fellow Grenadians. Such brutality has evidently left indelible scars and 

wounds on many who are alive today, as well as on the psyche and history of Grenada and the 

Grenadian people.  

 

Reference 2 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

stabbing, or chopping wounds is present. These findings are compatible with the history of ~ing 

overrun by vehicles or falling from a height. 

 

Reference 3 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

The period 1976-1991 is a significant chapter"in the history of Grenada and truth is the basic 

ingredient that history is really made of. The political events of those years have created a sub-

culture of fear, distrust and disharmony among many Grenadians; and these divisive elements 

must be dispelled if healing and reconciliation are to be achieved, and a peaceful and democratic 

society built on the ruins of the past, a past which ·niust be purifiea in the hearts of the Grenadian 

people.  

96 97  

 

Reference 4 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

The evc::nts of Ot-iobc::r 1983 which culminated with the brutal assassination of Maurice 

Bishop.and several of his cabinet colleagues, still remain_one of.the'i~not-thc darkest days in our 

entire history and this .was followed by the cnminal mvaston of our country under the uuise of 

rescue mission, an·intervention and the restoration of democracy. The events leadlng up to the 

decision to place Prinie Minister Bishop under house arrest .. following his successful trip to 

Hungary i~ 1983 m~st be seen_ as one of t?e most ~ntJ.cal  decisions that eventually led to an 

escalation of the mternal cnsts and ultimately his untimely demise, Tt would be interesting to 

find out who gave the order ami who had the  
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while this may not have made a diffen:nce to the final outcome, given the American's 

overwhelming ~uperiority  in men and equipment, the price paid by Reagan for his outrage 

would have been much higher; ll!ld this may have had consequences for history.  
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Reference 6 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

leadership of Prime Minister Miwrice Bishop until 1983. On 191h October 1983, a sad day was 

created in Grenada's history when the Prime Minister Miwrice Bishop, other Cabinet colleagues 

and many civilian lost their lives on what was then Teferred to as Foit Rtipert, (now Fort 

George). No one seems to know exactly how many people altogether who died on that fateful 

day.  
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Claudette Joseph: Ok, I would like to thank you very much for having us on this programme and 

we hope that we have, some what dispelled some of the misconceptions that persons may have 

about the Commission, we hope that persons would come before the Commission with the 

information that they have relevant information, we have to keep in mind our young people as 

well. We have a group of young people, a generation, who know almost nothing abo'ut that 

period in our history. The 17 is·right up, and this is our history. Grenada, I-always say has the 

most colourful history in the Cl!ribbean perhaps apart from Haiti and what we see as young 

people we don't even-get the Grenada Revolution on the CXC syllabus and the Commission 

would also play a role in writing the history truthfully about Grenada so we would really like 

Grenadians to cooperate with this Commission. We are not concerned with whatever political 

motivation there is, what ever the Commission is not interested in that and not concerned. I am 

convinced that the Commissioners are men of integrity arid they should be seen as such by the 

public, so thank you very much.  
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acenes using black-faced guardS. For ~there, this trial has eome to an end, but for us and for 

history f.he trial bas just begun." Leon Cornwall - "I  
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pened in Grenada's history and since? Does this sound right?  
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 of lhe-Pt:uples·Revululiunary Guvt:rnmenlled by 1-jfaurice Bish~p becaus~: il ":'~ ~e fiisl time 

in our history that lhad ever seen a Government so committed-to social JUStice and equality by 

striving to eliminate tlie prejudices arid inequalities of the past in such' a short · space of time.  

 

Reference 3 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

The evc::nts of Ot-iobc::r 1983 which culminated with the brutal assassination of Maurice 

Bishop.and several of his cabinet colleagues, still remain_one of.the'i~not-thc darkest days in our 

entire history and this .was followed by the cnminal mvaston of our country under the uuise of 

rescue mission, an·intervention and the restoration of democracy. The events leadlng up to the 

decision to place Prinie Minister Bishop under house arrest .. following his successful trip to 

Hungary i~ 1983 m~st be seen_ as one of t?e most ~ntJ.cal  decisions that eventually led to an 

escalation of the mternal cnsts and ultimately his untimely demise, Tt would be interesting to 

find out who gave the order ami who had the  
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disappointment. The younger generation,n6t having lived through th~se  ditFicult time$,doesn't 

know and doesn't want to know. This also apJlies to those Grenadians who lived ~broad during 

the Revolution. They have no >feel'For our recen~  history. This point is exempl~Fied  by the 

handling of Thanksgiving Day 25th October. _or~gtna11Y  it.had a specific histori·cal· theme 

relate~  to ~he  R~scue  ~1ss~on.  In repent ears the thanksgiving has been sa general1zed that 1t 

could be ~pplled  to any place in the. C.f!ribbean. oF ·beyond. It would contribute to the heeling 

of the Nation if;could be discerned why there is this evasion of remembrance of the pas~.   

 

Reference 5 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

it achieved much and promised mbre. ~radually,as has been st~ted,this  dream, was tarnished. 

Eventual ry it was s;mashed to pieces. I believe th1e oJder generation·· iS experiencing the 

·pa1in of loss and massive disappointment. The younger generatian,not having l,iv~ed  through 

th,~se  ditficult times,.do~sn't 1kno~ and doesn't want to 'knoJ. This als6 ap~lies  to those 

Grenadi~ns  who lived abroad during the Revol~tion.  They have no 'Feel' For OUI" •recent 

history. This point is exemplified by the handling of Thanksgiving Dey 25th October. Originally 

it.had a specific historical ~heme  related to the Rescue Mission. In recent years the thanksgiving 
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has been so generalized that it could be 'applled to any place in the, 9J>ribbean of beyo6d. It 

would contribute to  
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(iv) In Cuba, however, the form. leadership takes in their P .is obviously different:. Their. 

circumstances are different; their. history is different; and FC is FC ... In Cuba, FC is the Maxi, 

mum Leader in all areas. And this seems. to have. always been the case in their. struggle. It is 

their hi~tory.   

(v) In short, Wendy, Leadership in Cuba was always more personalised, more individuaJistic, it 

appears, and to a great extent this is due to the incredible ability of FC. But in Gre-. nada, 

Leadership had always been more collective. This was due to the tremendous qualities of 

Maurice and Bernard in different areas; and also due to their specific weaknesses. So the 

emphasis on collective leadership was based on our history, and rooted in our history. It 

developed and took root on the anti-Gairy battlefields, and in the unforgettable days in laying the 

basis for the Revolution, planning the Revolution, and then its glorious execution.  

(vi) But that history, Wendy, (our history) Cuba did not· know of because they did not know our 

P in any real way until after March 13, I 979.  
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The Commtsswn, m addressmg. this 15-year period in our Nation's political history · mandated 

to deal with the following:  
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in Grenada during the period I" January 1976 to 31" December 1991 and make 

recommendations. Since the discovery (or should I say sqcalled discovery) of Grenada by the 

European, Grenada has had its checkered history of confliCts .  
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Public 
References or discussions of the public and their understanding of history or how they educated 

about the past 
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Many persons have long purged those sordid portions of history from their minds and do not 

want'to revisit them  

 

Reference 2 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

Grenada has a history to remember, but also a history to forget. And, even though much of the 

truth of Grenada's recent history remains unknown, healing and reconciliation are still a 

possibility. Bridges can be built from wha:t is known. Every Grenadian therefore, should play 

his/her part in this endeavour. There ~hould not be any conscientious objectors, all should join in 

the process of trying to bring permanent healing and reconciliation to the nation. Grenadians 

deserve no less.  

 

Reference 3 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

Although there were several other similar incidents during the period of 1973 - 1974, and during 

the Revolutionary period 1979 - 1983, the aforementioned, as well as several atrocities 

committed during the Revolutionary period, tell of the j.nP.un1ane and brutal treatment inp.icted 

on some Grenadians by fellow Grenadians. Such brutality has evidently left indelible scars and 

wounds on many who are alive today, as well as on the psyche and history of Grenada and the 

Grenadian people.  

 

Reference 4 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

The period 1976-1991 is a significant chapter"in the history of Grenada and truth is the basic 

ingredient that history is really made of. The political events of those years have created a sub-

culture of fear, distrust and disharmony among many Grenadians; and these divisive elements 

must be dispelled if healing and reconciliation are to be achieved, and a peaceful and democratic 

society built on the ruins of the past, a past which ·niust be purifiea in the hearts of the Grenadian 

people.  

96 97  
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involve the disclosure of the truth about the involvement of persons in the history of Grenada.  

 

Reference 6 - 0.02% Coverage 
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disappointment. The younger generation,n6t having lived through th~se  ditFicult time$,doesn't 

know and doesn't want to know. This also apJlies to those Grenadians who lived ~broad during 

the Revolution. They have no >feel'For our recen~  history. This point is exempl~Fied  by the 

handling of Thanksgiving Day 25th October. _or~gtna11Y  it.had a specific histori·cal· theme 

relate~  to ~he  R~scue  ~1ss~on.  In repent ears the thanksgiving has been sa general1zed that 1t 

could be ~pplled  to any place in the. C.f!ribbean. oF ·beyond. It would contribute to the heeling 

of the Nation if;could be discerned why there is this evasion of remembrance of the pas~.   

 

Reference 7 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

it achieved much and promised mbre. ~radually,as has been st~ted,this  dream, was tarnished. 

Eventual ry it was s;mashed to pieces. I believe th1e oJder generation·· iS experiencing the 

·pa1in of loss and massive disappointment. The younger generatian,not having l,iv~ed  through 

th,~se  ditficult times,.do~sn't 1kno~ and doesn't want to 'knoJ. This als6 ap~lies  to those 

Grenadi~ns  who lived abroad during the Revol~tion.  They have no 'Feel' For OUI" •recent 

history. This point is exemplified by the handling of Thanksgiving Dey 25th October. Originally 

it.had a specific historical ~heme  related to the Rescue Mission. In recent years the thanksgiving 

has been so generalized that it could be 'applled to any place in the, 9J>ribbean of beyo6d. It 

would contribute to  
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Commission, as we enter the twenty-first century, is very timely indeed. We cannot leave the 

unanswered questions of the last century in limbo. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

has the potential to close this chapter in the Grenadian history book with an acceptable degree of 

certainty, provided you -the people of Grenada, Carriacou and Petit Martinique -come forward 

and speak the truth without fear or favour. In other words, the success of the exercise depends 

solely on you. Government is  
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Claudette Joseph: Ok, I would like to thank you very much for having us on this programme and 

we hope that we have, some what dispelled some of the misconceptions that persons may have 

about the Commission, we hope that persons would come before the Commission with the 

information that they have relevant information, we have to keep in mind our young people as 

well. We have a group of young people, a generation, who know almost nothing abo'ut that 

period in our history. The 17 is·right up, and this is our history. Grenada, I-always say has the 

most colourful history in the Cl!ribbean perhaps apart from Haiti and what we see as young 

people we don't even-get the Grenada Revolution on the CXC syllabus and the Commission 

would also play a role in writing the history truthfully about Grenada so we would really like 

Grenadians to cooperate with this Commission. We are not concerned with whatever political 

motivation there is, what ever the Commission is not interested in that and not concerned. I am 

convinced that the Commissioners are men of integrity arid they should be seen as such by the 

public, so thank you very much.  
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References or discussions of reclaiming history or incorporating lost or missing voices 
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 of lhe-Pt:uples·Revululiunary Guvt:rnmenlled by 1-jfaurice Bish~p becaus~: il ":'~ ~e fiisl time 

in our history that lhad ever seen a Government so committed-to social JUStice and equality by 

striving to eliminate tlie prejudices arid inequalities of the past in such' a short · space of time.  

 

Reference 2 - 0.01% Coverage 

 

·to ignore it or distort it. What we can do, is understand our history and learn from it .. Yes, Jearn 

from it and look ahead to the future a futyre with much hope.  

 

Reference 3 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

economic and social progress could have been made in all of those countries, had it not been for 

these unnecessary distractions.. We now have an opportunity today to make an assessment of our 

"recent history, comprehend the events of that period, so that any mistakes which had been made 

in the past may not be repeated; . I now take the opportunity, on behalf of the Government and 

people of Grenada to  

 

Reference 4 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

'You know, Bemard only thinks of one thing, and that is the revolution. His mind is so much on 

the problems of the economy that he dqesn't keep or tile anything. I'm trying t6 get the comrades 

to hold on to important things so we can keep them, otheJWise In a few years time we71 have 

nothing to build our history with. You know Bernard ent even have one single copy of his own 

book from the days in London ?I keep itfor us; like I try to keep safe all our things.'  
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I remain obsessed with archiving and collecting information on the Grenada Revolution, but now 

I am processing information from all over into one place; hopefully a book I see myself, in my 

arrogant moments, with a goal to have a volume, or several volumes, on the Grenada Revolution 

similar to the ones written about the Civil Rights Movement with so many details as to make a 

grand summary. I think of it more as 'administrative history;' i.e. gathering together all these 

attributed sources into a kind of order in one place. I fully realize my shortcoming of not being 

Grenadian.  
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Claudette Joseph: Ok, I would like to thank you very much for having us on this programme and 

we hope that we have, some what dispelled some of the misconceptions that persons may have 

about the Commission, we hope that persons would come before the Commission with the 

information that they have relevant information, we have to keep in mind our young people as 

well. We have a group of young people, a generation, who know almost nothing abo'ut that 

period in our history. The 17 is·right up, and this is our history. Grenada, I-always say has the 

most colourful history in the Cl!ribbean perhaps apart from Haiti and what we see as young 

people we don't even-get the Grenada Revolution on the CXC syllabus and the Commission 

would also play a role in writing the history truthfully about Grenada so we would really like 

Grenadians to cooperate with this Commission. We are not concerned with whatever political 

motivation there is, what ever the Commission is not interested in that and not concerned. I am 

convinced that the Commissioners are men of integrity arid they should be seen as such by the 

public, so thank you very much. 
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Our history of. the last few h~ve  shown that, as a we have not husbanded  
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acenes using black-faced guardS. For ~there, this trial has eome to an end, but for us and for 

history f.he trial bas just begun." Leon Cornwall - "I  
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ftobebl:t for the first time in lhoj history of the  
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References or discussions of report recommendations that include history 
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8. That the curriculum of schools include matters contained in the T.R.C's report that the relevant 

authority may consider necessary so that students of today and for generations to come may have 

knowledge of that aspect of their history.  

 

Reference 2 - 0.03% Coverage 

 

The idea of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (J;'RC) to look into the events of October 

1983 inter alia was first raised by the~ ,government of Dr Keith Mitchelljn.March ·1997. That 

was in the immediate aftermath of the decision by the ~ercy·Committee to not accede to a 

request from the Conference of Churches to release two of the Grenada 17 political prisoners, 

namely Phyllis Coard and Kamau McBarrtette, on medical grounds. Speaking from Trinidad, 

Prime Minister Keith Mitchell announced that the setting up of a TRC l'lanned by prominent 

p<!rsons to look into the tragic events an~ to make the necessary recommendations was the way 

forward to the goal ·of bringing about heali'ng and closure to that tragic period of Grenada's 

history.  
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Reconciliation 
References or discussions of reconciliation or healing and history 
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Grenada has a history to remember, but also a history to forget. And, even though much of the 

truth of Grenada's recent history remains unknown, healing and reconciliation are still a 

possibility. Bridges can be built from wha:t is known. Every Grenadian therefore, should play 

his/her part in this endeavour. There ~hould not be any conscientious objectors, all should join in 

the process of trying to bring permanent healing and reconciliation to the nation. Grenadians 

deserve no less.  

 

Reference 2 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

The period 1976-1991 is a significant chapter"in the history of Grenada and truth is the basic 

ingredient that history is really made of. The political events of those years have created a sub-

culture of fear, distrust and disharmony among many Grenadians; and these divisive elements 

must be dispelled if healing and reconciliation are to be achieved, and a peaceful and democratic 

society built on the ruins of the past, a past which ·niust be purifiea in the hearts of the Grenadian 

people.  

96 97  
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· of lhe-Pt:uples·Revululiunary Guvt:rnmenlled by 1-jfaurice Bish~p becaus~: il ":'~ ~e fiisl time 

in our history that lhad ever seen a Government so committed-to social JUStice and equality by 

striving to eliminate tlie prejudices arid inequalities of the past in such' a short · space of time.  

 

Reference 4 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

disappointment. The younger generation,n6t having lived through th~se  ditFicult time$,doesn't 

know and doesn't want to know. This also apJlies to those Grenadians who lived ~broad during 

the Revolution. They have no >feel'For our recen~  history. This point is exempl~Fied  by the 

handling of Thanksgiving Day 25th October. _or~gtna11Y  it.had a specific histori·cal· theme 

relate~  to ~he  R~scue  ~1ss~on.  In repent ears the thanksgiving has been sa general1zed that 1t 

could be ~pplled  to any place in the. C.f!ribbean. oF ·beyond. It would contribute to the heeling 

of the Nation if;could be discerned why there is this evasion of remembrance of the pas~.   
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The idea of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (J;'RC) to look into the events of October 

1983 inter alia was first raised by the~ ,government of Dr Keith Mitchelljn.March ·1997. That 

was in the immediate aftermath of the decision by the ~ercy·Committee to not accede to a 
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request from the Conference of Churches to release two of the Grenada 17 political prisoners, 

namely Phyllis Coard and Kamau McBarrtette, on medical grounds. Speaking from Trinidad, 

Prime Minister Keith Mitchell announced that the setting up of a TRC l'lanned by prominent 

p<!rsons to look into the tragic events an~ to make the necessary recommendations was the way 

forward to the goal ·of bringing about heali'ng and closure to that tragic period of Grenada's 

history.  
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The key word here, ladies and gentlemen, is "healed". With healing comes peace Our history, as 

you know, is our own. We cannot change it, nor can we continue  
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·to ignore it or distort it. What we can do, is understand our history and learn from it .. Yes, Jearn 

from it and look ahead to the future a futyre with much hope.  
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Although there were several other similar incidents during the period of 1973 - 1974, and during 

the Revolutionary period 1979 - 1983, the aforementioned, as well as several atrocities 

committed during the Revolutionary period, tell of the j.nP.un1ane and brutal treatment inp.icted 

on some Grenadians by fellow Grenadians. Such brutality has evidently left indelible scars and 

wounds on many who are alive today, as well as on the psyche and history of Grenada and the 

Grenadian people.  
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disappointment. The younger generation,n6t having lived through th~se  ditFicult time$,doesn't 

know and doesn't want to know. This also apJlies to those Grenadians who lived ~broad during 

the Revolution. They have no >feel'For our recen~  history. This point is exempl~Fied  by the 

handling of Thanksgiving Day 25th October. _or~gtna11Y  it.had a specific histori·cal· theme 

relate~  to ~he  R~scue  ~1ss~on.  In repent ears the thanksgiving has been sa general1zed that 1t 

could be ~pplled  to any place in the. C.f!ribbean. oF ·beyond. It would contribute to the heeling 

of the Nation if;could be discerned why there is this evasion of remembrance of the pas~.   
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understand how one or two differences among comrades who were always so united, who 

experienced so much adversities together, could rapidly lead to such ·an enormous Tragedy in 

one week! Why-· ·· and how could Maurice lead a mob of people to overrun and seize the 

Army's RQ.? This isn't done anywhere in the World. [In the entire history of our· Party's struggle 

agajnst the Gairy Dictatorship, never oqct; di4 we ever encourage the people to march on even a 

small police station,in an outlying rural area, much less. the Army H.Q. Many persons left 

the.demonstration on October 19, when they realised that it had been diverted from the route to 

the Market Square and was heading to Fort Rupert.]  
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crisis which provoked the greatest tragedy in the history of the Caribbean, and paved the way for 

the· defeat of the Grenada Revolution.  
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'You know, Bemard only thinks of one thing, and that is the revolution. His mind is so much on 

the problems of the economy that he dqesn't keep or tile anything. I'm trying t6 get the comrades 

to hold on to important things so we can keep them, otheJWise In a few years time we71 have 
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nothing to build our history with. You know Bernard ent even have one single copy of his own 

book from the days in London ?I keep itfor us; like I try to keep safe all our things.'  

 

Reference 6 - 0.02% Coverage 

 

I remain obsessed with archiving and collecting information on the Grenada Revolution, but now 

I am processing information from all over into one place; hopefully a book I see myself, in my 

arrogant moments, with a goal to have a volume, or several volumes, on the Grenada Revolution 

similar to the ones written about the Civil Rights Movement with so many details as to make a 

grand summary. I think of it more as 'administrative history;' i.e. gathering together all these 

attributed sources into a kind of order in one place. I fully realize my shortcoming of not being 

Grenadian.  

 

Reference 7 - 0.04% Coverage 

 

Claudette Joseph: Ok, I would like to thank you very much for having us on this programme and 

we hope that we have, some what dispelled some of the misconceptions that persons may have 

about the Commission, we hope that persons would come before the Commission with the 

information that they have relevant information, we have to keep in mind our young people as 

well. We have a group of young people, a generation, who know almost nothing abo'ut that 

period in our history. The 17 is·right up, and this is our history. Grenada, I-always say has the 

most colourful history in the Cl!ribbean perhaps apart from Haiti and what we see as young 

people we don't even-get the Grenada Revolution on the CXC syllabus and the Commission 

would also play a role in writing the history truthfully about Grenada so we would really like 

Grenadians to cooperate with this Commission. We are not concerned with whatever political 

motivation there is, what ever the Commission is not interested in that and not concerned. I am 

convinced that the Commissioners are men of integrity arid they should be seen as such by the 

public, so thank you very much.  
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He pointed out th11t the coneept of joint l"ladership does not bother him bectlnse of the history 

of the struggle, esPecially from the 1973 merger which gave rise to NJM He said th'at fflany 

com-  
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Grenada has a history to remember, but also a history to forget. And, even though much of the 

truth of Grenada's recent history remains unknown, healing and reconciliation are still a 

possibility. Bridges can be built from wha:t is known. Every Grenadian therefore, should play 

his/her part in this endeavour. There ~hould not be any conscientious objectors, all should join in 

the process of trying to bring permanent healing and reconciliation to the nation. Grenadians 

deserve no less.  
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The period 1976-1991 is a significant chapter"in the history of Grenada and truth is the basic 

ingredient that history is really made of. The political events of those years have created a sub-

culture of fear, distrust and disharmony among many Grenadians; and these divisive elements 

must be dispelled if healing and reconciliation are to be achieved, and a peaceful and democratic 

society built on the ruins of the past, a past which ·niust be purifiea in the hearts of the Grenadian 

people.  

96 97  
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involve the disclosure of the truth about the involvement of persons in the history of Grenada.  
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beceme a 'Nightmare.' My purpose is ~at  to give a precjse account of histories~  events but a 

d~sgription of what it ·was like fbr ~e,an   
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(iv) In Cuba, however, the form. leadership takes in their P .is obviously different:. Their. 

circumstances are different; their. history is different; and FC is FC ... In Cuba, FC is the Maxi, 

mum Leader in all areas. And this seems. to have. always been the case in their. struggle. It is 

their hi~tory.   

(v) In short, Wendy, Leadership in Cuba was always more personalised, more individuaJistic, it 

appears, and to a great extent this is due to the incredible ability of FC. But in Gre-. nada, 

Leadership had always been more collective. This was due to the tremendous qualities of 

Maurice and Bernard in different areas; and also due to their specific weaknesses. So the 

emphasis on collective leadership was based on our history, and rooted in our history. It 
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developed and took root on the anti-Gairy battlefields, and in the unforgettable days in laying the 

basis for the Revolution, planning the Revolution, and then its glorious execution.  

(vi) But that history, Wendy, (our history) Cuba did not· know of because they did not know our 

P in any real way until after March 13, I 979.  
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Commission, as we enter the twenty-first century, is very timely indeed. We cannot leave the 

unanswered questions of the last century in limbo. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

has the potential to close this chapter in the Grenadian history book with an acceptable degree of 

certainty, provided you -the people of Grenada, Carriacou and Petit Martinique -come forward 

and speak the truth without fear or favour. In other words, the success of the exercise depends 

solely on you. Government is  
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Although there were several other similar incidents during the period of 1973 - 1974, and during 

the Revolutionary period 1979 - 1983, the aforementioned, as well as several atrocities 

committed during the Revolutionary period, tell of the j.nP.un1ane and brutal treatment inp.icted 

on some Grenadians by fellow Grenadians. Such brutality has evidently left indelible scars and 

wounds on many who are alive today, as well as on the psyche and history of Grenada and the 

Grenadian people.  
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stabbing, or chopping wounds is present. These findings are compatible with the history of ~ing 

overrun by vehicles or falling from a height.  
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event. Indeed it was the most high profile trial in the history of the English speaking Caribbean. 

On trial were former leaders of a govenunent, including a deputy Prime Minister; they stood in 

the dock charged with killing other members of the former govenunent, including the Prinle 

Minister. The background against which the al~eged murders took place elevated the profile of 

the trial. 
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understand how one or two differences among comrades who were always so united, who 

experienced so much adversities together, could rapidly lead to such ·an enormous Tragedy in 

one week! Why-· ·· and how could Maurice lead a mob of people to overrun and seize the 

Army's RQ.? This isn't done anywhere in the World. [In the entire history of our· Party's struggle 

agajnst the Gairy Dictatorship, never oqct; di4 we ever encourage the people to march on even a 

small police station,in an outlying rural area, much less. the Army H.Q. Many persons left 

the.demonstration on October 19, when they realised that it had been diverted from the route to 

the Market Square and was heading to Fort Rupert.]  
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leadership of Prime Minister Miwrice Bishop until 1983. On 191h October 1983, a sad day was 

created in Grenada's history when the Prime Minister Miwrice Bishop, other Cabinet colleagues 

and many civilian lost their lives on what was then Teferred to as Foit Rtipert, (now Fort 

George). No one seems to know exactly how many people altogether who died on that fateful 

day.  


